
Ski jacket AUTHORITY-SJ-SEMKA red

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
XS 765192 8585055740030 3+
S 765193 8585055740047 3+
M 765194 8585055740054 3+
L 765195 8585055740061 3 ks
XXL 765197 8585055740085 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 149.99 € s DPH

Description

Women's jacket from the brand Authority.  Women's ski jacket in a trendy red-black design. The waterproof ski
jacket is water and wind resistant and will protect you in all weather conditions. Its cut nicely shapes the female
figure and the delicate stitching catches the eye. The ski windbreaker has a removable hood with trendy fur. It's up
to you whether you unfasten only the fur and leave the hood or unfasten the entire hood. You can change it
according to your mood. A practical stand will protect your neck from cold and wind. Thanks to its fleece lining, you
will have a pleasant feeling even in winter.

The hooded jacket closes with a zip. The zipper is finished with a chin guard and is additionally lined with a
protective wind flap. You will also appreciate the inner cuffs with thumb holes and the outer cuffs with velcro, which
adapt to any hand. You will definitely not be cold in this red jacket! The bottom hem of the winter windbreaker is
adjustable. Inside you will also find a snow belt with two snap fasteners. The red jacket for ladies is timeless and has
up to four practical outer zip pockets. Two on the sides and two on the chest. You will also appreciate the inner
pockets - one with a zipper and one made of mesh. The sports jacket for skiing is designed for every modern
woman.

Product details:

ski jacket
wind and water resistant
the cut shapes the figure nicely
fine stitching
removable hood and fur
the higher stand will pleasantly warm you
zip with chin guard and lower wind protection flap
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inner cuffs with thumb holes
outer cuffs with velcro
adjustable bottom hem
snow belt
4 external practical zip pockets
two inner pockets
water resistance: 5000 mm
breathability: 5000 g/m2
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